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1. Introduction

Financial asset pricing theory is focused largely upon relating conditional
expected returns to observable economic variables. The correspondinlg asset
g models often lead to restrictions on the signs, but not the magnitude, of
ervable parameters. A notable example of this phenomenon relates to one
of the oldest and most respected financial models, the dynamic capital asset
pricing model (CAPM), in which the ex slnte risk premium is always positive.
The idea is that, if agents are risk-averse and therefore want compensation for
risk, the expected return on aggregate wealth (i.e., the market portfolio) should
exceed the risk-free rate. While this result is not, in general, a necessary
condition for capital market equilibrium, it has widespread support:
In estimating mod& of the expected market return, the non-negativity
restriction of the expected excess return should be explicitly included as
part qf the specification.
[ Merton ( 1SSS)]

While the empirical literature is filled with anecdotal evidence regarding the
positivity of the risk premium, most of the evidence refers to ex post fitted
estimates of the risk premium. In light of the importance of this cndition, the
absence of ex ante tests related to this particular example, as well as within the
overall field of conditional asset pricing with implied inequality restrictions,
seems surprising.
There are two main reasons for the lack of formal hypothesis testing of this
restriction. First, conditional on a wide array of information, the econometrician
faces the restriction that the expected risk premium is always positive. This
implies multiple inequality restrictions which are not covered by standard
econometric theory. Second, conditional expected returns are unobservable to
the econometrician. Hence, previous statements in the literature concerning the
positivity restriction on the risk premium rely heavily on the parameterization
of an underlying model for expected returns.
This paper provides two major contributions. The first contribution is to
extend the methodology for testing inequality constraints, applied recently in
finance by Richardson, Richardson, and Smith (1992), to allow moments to be
conditioned on observable information.’ In particular, our procedure takes into
account f-heunobservability of expected returns by employing an instrumental
variables approach. The method can be thought of as the natural analogue to
existing procedures first studied in finance by Hansen and Singleton (1982) and
‘The multiple inequahty testing problem was first looked at in the statistics literature by
Bartholomew (1961), Kudo (1963), and Perlman (1969). More recently, the procedures developed in
thosepapershave been generalized to more extensive problems in econometrics by Gourleroux,
Holly, and Monfort (1982) Kodde and Palm (1986), and particularly Wolak (1989a, 1989b, 1991).
among others. The use of conditioning information, however, is novel to this paper.
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Gibbons and Ferson (1985), but instead applied to an inequality constraints
setting. Given the fact that empirical asset pricing is primarily concerned wiih
conditional moments, and that most models imply inequality restrictions, widespread potential applications of our approach to the financial econometrics
literature exist.
The second contribution of this paper is empirical in nature, in that new
evidence regarding the positivity of the ex ante risk premium is developed.
SpeciLally, we provide evidence that, in this multiple inequality restrictions
%amework, tht; tix ante risk premium is negative in some periods. As an aside, we
identify the states of the world in which this violation occurs. While existing
research in finance is suggestive of negative ex ante risk premiums [e.g., Fama
and Schwert (1977) find that fitted values of the premium are sometimes
negative], this paper provides the first reliable si&tical evidence of negative
ex ante risk premiums.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the test methodology
and corresponding statistics for testing whether the expected risk premium is
positive. Section 3 applies the procedure to data commonly used in cutrelit
conditional asset pricing studies. Some concluding remarks are ol%ered in
section 4.
2, Test methodology
2.1. The ex ante risk premium
The restriction that the ex ante risk premium is nonnegative can be written
as2

ax?lt+113 R, 9

(1)

whereR,, +1 is the return on the market portfolio from t to t + 1 and R,, is the
return on the risk-free asset from t to t + 1. The fundamental question is
whether this condition is ever violated. Further, if violations take place, why
should agents view holding the market portfolio, a nominally risky asset, as
advantageous to holding a nominally riskless asset, and hence charge a negative
ex ante risk premium?
It is possible to show that, in the context of dynamic consumption-based asset
pricing models, this result is only possible if the conditional covariance between
the marginal rate of substitution and the (excess) return on the market is positive
in some states of the world. While it is theoretically possible to obtain this
condition, there is some debate regarding its plausibility using reasonable

‘cal standpoint, Merton (1982, 1990) provides justification and several sufficient
‘From a theore PI
equilibrium conditions for a positive risk premium in both static and dynamic settings.
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parameter values [see Tauchen and Hussey (1991) for a discussion in the context
of Lucas’ (1978) asset pricing model]. Nevertheless, it remains an empirical
question as to whether this condition actually OCCUHS.
One of the best-known financial models, the conditional version of the
CAPM, implies a nonnegativity restriction, although for the most part this
specification has been ignored in testing. For exaimple Gibbons and Ferson
(1985) test implications derived from the linear r*‘.
(Lin between expected
returns and their market beta.’ Using internation 0.:ra, and in an expanded
frame work, Harvey (ri991a) tests the conditional C’,‘:,
b”:‘Y$
.~d again concentrates
on the linearity relation. However, these and si4lar x;:pgr:aches require some
knowledge (which the econometrician does ncs %r=c,:
G?;zbout the true timevarying movements in expected returns, covarianbes, and variances of the
underlying assets.
Of particular interest to the conditional CAPM, tests of model (1) above
represent a possible solution to the critique most commonly associated with
Roll (1977).4 In standard tests of the CAPM, identification of the market
portfolio is necessary for an appropriate test. That is, the linear relation holds
mathematically as an identity. The only empirical questions are which portfolios
satisfy this relation, and, with respect to the CAPM, whethsr one of these
portfolios is the market portfolio. Latent-variable approaches to the Roll
critique which avoid identifying the market portfolio, such as Gibbons and
Ferson (1985), have been largely unsuccessful [see Wheatley (1989)]. In a related
context, Kandel and Stambaugh (1987) and Shanken (1987) manage to place
bounds on the correlation of he market proxy and the unobservable market
portfolio. However, these bounds are unconditional an3 imply relatively high ex
ante correlations [Kandel and Stambaugh (1987) fiild that ihe Z@%I ~‘ti?-he
rejected for correlation values over 0.7 in their sample].
If the conditional CAPM is true, then the return on the market proxy R,, must
satisfy the following relation:

EtC(Rp1+1
- R,l)l

=

CWCRpt+l. R-it+11
JfWL,+

vamLlt+~I

I -

R/t)] .

Under the null, the true ex arrte market risk premium must be positive.
Therefore, if the conditionai covariance between our market proxy and the

‘For additio nal examples of similar tests, see Campbell (1987) and Ferson, Foerster, and Keim
( f 993).

4A recexit paper by Roll and Ross (1992) elaborates on this critique by arguing that there is little
CAPM relation because the model ‘may be of little use in explaining crosssectionJ rettirns no matter how close the (measured) index is to the ef$+zt ‘iontier unless It is
exactly WJ the frontier’ (p. 11). While this reasonrng is still controversial, it dlustrates the potentia!
problems ~lr!testing t.he linear rekion implied by the CAPM.

point $0testingthe
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unobservable market portfolio is positive, the ex ante risk premium on our
proxy must also be posittve. Hence, rejection of this restriction for the proxy
necessarily implies a rejection of the CAPM. Since the proxy is generally
a well-diversified portfolio of assets, the restriction that it must have” pcrsitive
correlation with the market seems weak, in stark contrast to the high correlation
normally required from CAPM tests [see Kandel and Stambaugh (1983)]. The
drawback from this approach is that the nonnegativity restriction is not sufficient for the CAPM to be true. That is, the nonnegativity restriction may be
valid in much less restrictive environments.
Below, we deduce testable inequality restrictions implied by the nonnegativity
of the ex ante risk premium.
2.2. Implied inequality restrictions
Define pr as the e.x ante risk premium. Eq. (1) simply states that, conditional
on all available information, p1is nonnegative. With respect to deriving testa&
restrictions from model (l), note that the econometrician has much less information available to him than do the economic agents. Let us restrict ourselves to
instruments available to the econometrician at time t which are also nonnegative for all t (denoted 2,‘) for reasons which will become clear shortly; such
instruments might include the level of nominal interest rates, past volatilities of
asset returns, the slope of the term structure when it is upward-sloping, et
cetera.’ These instruments are strictly positive and, based on existing empirical
work, provide some information about the ex ante risk premium
Because the set of instruments z: are nonnegative, multiplying both sides of
eq. (1) by z;’ will not change the sign. Therefore, under model (l), it is possible to
write

E,[(.Kn,+1 -R,,)a+]

=p,oz:20.

(2)

Rearranging (2) and applying the law of iterated expectations,

- R,,)Oz: - &+I
hCWm1+1

= 0,

(3)

where

“Note that restricting zc in this way does not necessarily throw away information. For example,
any random variable z1 can be separated into two positive variables zl, = max(O, z,) and
+ = max(0, - z,), which captures a!! possib!e states of the world. Alternatively, z, can be transfl;rned into a positive variable in such a way as to maintain various properties such as orderings of
the relative magnitudes of the realizations of z, through time.
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Eq. (3) provides a set of moment conditions for which the econometrician needs
to estimate the vector of parameters. &a. It does not matter that the ex ante
risk premium pr is unobservable because the vector of observables (R,, + 1, RJ,,
zz ) is enough to identify &+. Of particular interest, under the null hypothesis
given in model (I), 6,, + >R 0. Therefore, model (1) implies inequality restrictions
on the sample means of the vector (R,, + 1 - Rsr) @ zz . Rejection of this restriction necessarily means rejection of model (1 j.
This approach has several attractive features. First, the econometrician does
not require a model for conditional expectations. This is especially important
because, for many asset pricing theories, conditional expectations are not
explicitly modeled? As it turns out, all that needs to be satisfied are solme
stationarity and ergodicity assumptions regarding the observable variables.
Second, there is a substantial literature in finance identifying possible candidates
as instrumental variables (e.g., yields on bonds, dividend yields, et cetera).
However, much less is known, either theoreaically or empirically, about how
these variables enter the model for expected returns. Here, there is no assumed
functional form, so this is not a potential problem. Third, the restrictions given
in (4) can be tested using the technology developed recently in the inequality
testing literature.’ Of particular importance, these restrictions can be tested
%uppose conditional expectations were modeled; for txample, it is common practice to assume
that returNIs are linear in Ihe information set af variables. Iz; this case, the method is to regress the
risk prrmium R,,. , -- R,, on a set GTpredetermined variables, the fitted values being the estimr te
of the conditionai values. Similar to eqs. (3) and (4), what are the corresponding restrictions in :his
linear expectations framework ? Spe&fically, the inequality restriction c;iTr be festcd nsing; the
ioi!owing equations:
E

(

-

R/I)-P’z11@% =Q_
(p’z,)Q9z(+
- &I,* >
’

Cww+*

where

2,

= set of pr zdetermincd variables chosen by econometrician.

Two probll;ms arise here. First, 2%~!brnrPdure works only if conditional expectations are linear in
the set of variables z, ckosen by the econometrician. In most frameworks, there is no reason to believe
this is the case. Second, the parameters /.?are not z;ecified by the null inequality restriction. Because
#?needs to be estimated, this can lead to problems in deriving globaiiy valid test statistics which hold
for all values of the parameters. The tests, however, can be viewed as local around the true
parameters fl with a corresponding large sample justification [see Wolak (1989a, 1991)3.
‘The inequality restrictions in (4) are generally weaker than the more standard equality restrictions usually tested in finance and, in particular, in the literature dealing with estimation of the risk
premium. This point is not a valid criticism, however, of the testing approach described in this paper..
If the model imposes inequality restrictions, and we wish to test these implications of the model, then
we must rely on an inequality testing framework. Alternative inequality-based testing methods such
as Bonferroni-type procedures are inferior. In particular, the correlation across the estimators (and
therefore the correlation across the individuai statistics) is ignored in the Bonferroni framework [see
Wolak (1989b) for a relevant discussion].
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jointly and therefore will take into account any correlation across the mean
estimators, 6+ . For example, in evaluating the significance of the estimators,
the relevant factors are not only the magnitudes of the estimates but also
whether these ma nitudes are consistent with the covariance matrix of &+ . The
interpretation which the econometrician can give is very similar to that of
indiiidual t-tests versas an F-test.
2.3. Test statistic
In this section, we describe a statistic for testing inequaiity restrictions implied
by the null mo el in (l), i.e., BP=+,> 0. With respect to testing inequality
constraints, our description most closely follows Wolak (j 989a) and Kodde and
Palm (1986). Because these papers provide an excellent description OCtke
inequality testing methodology, we provide just a brief discussion as it applies to
our problem.
In particular, suppose we have T observations on the risk premium
R,,,i+1 - R,, and the N-vector z: . . ‘Lssumethese random variables are stationary and ergodic, with finite variances. Let the variance-covariance matrix of the
sample moment vector, ( 1/T) CT= 1 [(R,, + 1 - Rf,) @ z: 1, be defined as 52.This
matrix can take quit& general forms. In brief, the matrix can account for
cross-correlation, autocovariances, or heteroskedasticity in the series.
The restriction given in (3) and (4) can be written as a system of X-moment
corzditions:

H(-j:

e,,t > 0,

Vi = 1, l oo,N,

(5)

versus
H A: 8,,tI E RN.
With respect to testing the hypothe,,,tic in (5). the first step is to estimate the
sample means of the product of the observable variables. In particuiar,

There is no restriction on the sign of these estimates; that is, they may be
negative tither because the null is false or because sampling error is present. Of
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importance to the distributional results to follow, the vector apz+ is asymp+ and variance-covariance matrix Q. The econototically normal with mean OIiZ
metrician does not need to know Q; all that is required is a consistent estimate,
denoted d?
Under the null restriction in (5), the parameter estimates must be nonnegative. Following Perlman (1969) and Wolak (1989a), we can derive
estimates under the restriction, by minimizing deviations from the unrestricted model:
\r.

n$n (8,,+ - e~‘+)‘s?-‘(Op-_+- &+),
,1:
*
subject to

OH=+
2 0_

Let i&+ be the solution to this quadratic program.
Within this framework, a natural statistic for testing the hypothesis in (5) is to
test how close the restricted estimates 8FZ+ are to the unrestricted estimates &+ .
Under the null, the difference should be small. In particular, the test statistic is
given by

(6)
With respect to the W-statistic’s asymptotic distribution, note that the null
hypothesis no longer implies a particular value for Opt+. Nevertheless, using
results in Perlman (1989), it is possible to calculate the distribution of the
W-statistic for the least favourabie value of the null hypothesis Z& thus of any
size test.’ Uniike the standard statistics under eqiia’iity constraints, the
W-statistic is now distributed as a weighted sum of chi-squared variables with
different degrees of freedom. Specifically, the asymptotic
distribution of W is
a
given by

(7)
‘See Perlman (1969) or Woiak (1989a) for relevant proofs. I’Go;e that 0 can be estimated
using various techniques such as White (1WI), Hansen (1982), and Newey and West (1987j,
among others.
‘Note that, in general, Q may dellend upon the parameter vector 0,~ . As shown by example in
Wolak (1991), when Q depends on the parameter vector eccp+even if fI,, + = 0 IS the unique value
which satisfies all of the inequa!ities with equality [as in eq. !S)], the vertex of the positive orthant
may not be the lea:it favorable value of 8Sz+ for the purposes of constructing the asymptotically exact
critical value for the inequa!ity constraints hypothesis test. It is important to point out that the
dependence of Q on 8,,+ (if this dependence in fact exists) does not necessarily pose a problem.
v’ithout specifying the estimation further, however, it is not possible to determine the problematic
cases. In this instance, it may be appropriate here to treat the inequality hypothesis test as local to
the point 0,,+ = 0 in the manner described in Wo!ak (.1989a).
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where c E R + is the critical value for a given size, the weight w( N, N - k, s2/ T) is
the probability that &+ has exactly N - k positive elements, and x: for k = 0 is
just a point mass at the origin.
Calculating the weights w( N, N - k, sZ/ 7’) in (7j can be nontrivial because the
weights require evaluation of N-multiple integrals, and closed forms have been
calculated for only a small number of restrictions (N < 5) [see Kudo (1963) for
exact calculations]. As a partial solution to this problem, Kodde and Palm
(1986, table 1, p. 1246) provide upper- and lower-bound critical values which do
not require calculation of the weights. These bounds are given by

where cl and c, are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, for the critical
values of the test.
Only for values in between these bounds does the econometrician have to
calculate the weights. For such values, WoIak (1989b) describes a method for
calculating the weights based on a Monte Carlo simulation. He suggests that the
econometrician simulate a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and
covariance matrix (a/ T) (denote the vector of realizations from each replication
by oz.-+
the idea is to find the a,,+ which solve the
_ ). Given the realizations (!I,*=+,
minimization problem
min (ezz+ - e’,Z+)(d/T)-’
tJu_
+

subject to

(O,*Z+- t&+),

& +2 0 .

As WrW
J-uii\ii%%%)pomts

out, the appcoximate weight 10(N, N - k, 6/ T) wi’llbe
the fraction of replications in which &+ has exactly N - k elements exceeding
zero.
Note that the above results are only valid asymptotically. However, there do
exist some small-sample results for inequality constraint-testing procedures.
But, just as in testing equality constraints, these results hold only under very
strong assumptions. For examp!e, in the general linear model, under the assumption that the errors are normally distributed and under restrictions on the
err&s (possibly unknown) covariance matrix, Wolak (6987) shows that the
Wald statistic [in (6)] and analogous Lagrange multiplier and likelihood ratio
statistics are distributed as a weighted sum of F-distributions. If the covsriance
matrix takes on more general forms, then orderings in these statistics along the
lines of equality tests [e.g., as described in Berndt and Savin (1976)] still carrvc
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through. Outside of these results, little is generally known about the smallsample properties of inequality constraint-testing procedures, but thb%Is true for
equality constraints tests as well.
In the more general environment of this paper, it is important to recognize
that our application of the statistic and its corresponding asymptotic distribution is subject to the usual small-sample caveats. Some additional observations,
therefore, are in order. First, we conjecture that, if anything, small-sample issues
may be less of a concern here than they normally are for testing equality
constraints. Under an equality restriction, biases in the estimators can produce
severe deviations from the null in small samples. An inequality restriction,
however, is much weaker; hence, biased estimators may fall within the viable
range of the inequality-based null hypothesis. Second, and a related point, we
described above the asymptotic distribution of W for the least favorable value
(and, therefore, any size test) of our null hypothesis. Thus, for many parameter
v&es, the cutoff value is conservative and small-sample issues may be less
important. Third, it would be interesting to better understand how well inequality testing procedures perform in small samples w‘ithrespect to the local versus
global nature of the test (e.g., see footnote 9) and the Kodde and Palm (1986)
bounds described above. one possible way to examine this issue would be to
apply a Monte Carlo analysis in this framework. Unlike testing equality constraints in which the null is specified Q priori, however, it is necessary here to
specify how ‘well’ the parameters satisfy the constraint under the inequalitybased null. Thus, the parameterization in the Monte Carlo study takes on
even more importance. We hope to explore some of these issues in future
research.
As a final comment on the statistical procedure, suppose the null hypothesis
BP=+>, 0 is satisfied. It may be of interest to determine the extent to which &+ is
greater than instead of equal to zero. Gourieroux, Holly, and Monfort (1982)
derive tests for the case of testing a null &+ = 0 versus the alternative 0,, + 3 0.
This is an especially useful procedure for testing equality constraints when the
econometrician can restrict 0cZ+to a particular sign or range of values under
interesting alternative models. Resorting back to an equality testing framework
here would lead to much less power. In particular, Yancey, Bohrer, and Ldge
(1982) show that the power is greater with the Gourieroux et al. one-sided test of
equality versus the usual two-sided tests.

3. Resultcs
A substantial literature has emerged in finance documenting time-varying
properties of expected returns [see Fama (1991) and Hawaweni and Keiay (1992)
for extensive surveys]. The important stylized facts from this literature can be
summarized as follows:
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There exists a negative relation between expected stock returns and T-bill
rates. This relation can be described partially by the anomalous negative
relation between stock returns and expected inflation [e.g., Fama and
Schwert (1977)] and, to some extent, by expectations about the future real
rate at different stages of the business cycle [e,g., Harvey (1988)l.l’
Expected returns on the market are, for the most part, an increasing function
of risk, as measured by the volatility of tke market return [e.g., see Merton
(1991Gjfor a discussion of sufficient conditions for this result]. Empirical
evidence tends to support this result [e.g., Merton (1980), French, Schwert,
and Stambaugh (1987) and Harvey (199!b)], although this is not a universally accepted conclusion [see Pagan and Hong (1991)].
The market’s dividend yield [e.g., Fama and French (1988, 1989)], the slope
of the term structure of interest rates [e.g., Campbell (1987), Fama and French
(1989), and Chen (1991)], and the spread between portfolios of investment
grade and noninvestment grade bonds [e.g., Keim and Stambaugh \ f986) and
Fama and French (1989)] also contain information about expected returns.
The conclusion is that these variables are positively related to expected
returns; in particular, they capture movements in business and default risk
through time.
What is the implication of these stylized facts with respect to negative ex ante
risk premiums?
With respect to the positivity of the risk premium, Fama and Schwert (1977),
Harvey (1991b), and Whitelaw (1992), among others, report some negative fitted
estimates of the expected risk premium. Because these fitted values-are ex post
estimates, however, it is difficult to distinguish between sampling error and
a true negative ex ante risk premium. In fact, most researchers argue that the
negative expected risk premiums are most probably sampling error [e.g., see
F ama and Schwert (1977)]. Despite the aforementionei volume of research, and
the importance of the nonnegativity restriction on the ex ante risk premium, it
may seem surprising that no formal tests of this restriction have taken place.
Because the restriction implies a set of conditional inequality constraints,
however, the test requires the methodology introduced in this paper.

“Note that Merton (1980) takes a somewhat different view of the estimates of the ex anie risk
premium in periods of high T-bill rates. He argues that the ex posv fitted values are poor estimates
because the estimation has not explicitly incorporated the nonnegativity of the ex ante risk
premium. We avoid Merton’s criticism because our test is ex ante; in particular, our approach treats
Merton’s null hypothesis of a positive ex ante risk premium as given and then tests this hypothesis
directly.

3. I. Emp=ical tests: A first look
Given the numerous studies using post-World War II data on stock returns
and interest rates, there are potential data-snooping biases. It seems worthwhile
then to study a long time series, which is less subject to these criticisms. Schwert
Q1990) and Siegel (1992) have developed data sets on stGk:kreturns, inflation, and
bond yields covering the past two centuries. There are several advantages to
employing this data in testing the nonnegativity restriction on the ex ante risk
premium. First, given the rarity of some economic events (such as downwardsloping yield curves), the long time series hopefully affords us enough periods to
extract information. Second, given the paucity of cross-sectional asset returns
data over this period, our procedure is also the only viable approach to testing
the conditional CAPM over this long term. Third, there has been considerable
research trying to explain the large unconditional average risk premium. Recent
work by Siegel (1992) argues that the magnitude of the risk premium is samplespecific. It seems reasonable therefore to study the risk premium in a conditional
asset pricing framework over all the sample periods in question.
We view our tests as a reinterpretation of existing evidence for its effect on the
nonnegativity restriction of the ex ante risk premium. As our choice of instruments, therefore, we condition on existing research. We do not take a position on
the potential data-snooping biases which arise by choosing instruments based on
previous research. We simply take the existing evidence as given, although we
should note that much of our sample period does not overlap with the periods
used in previous studies. In particular, in the post-World War II period, the above
stylized facts suggest that the risk premium is negatively related to T-bill rates, yet
positively related to volatility, the dividend yield, and the slope of the term
structure. Therefore, to reflect potential negative ex ante risk premiums, we choose
instruments, 2;’ , which reflect periods of implied low risk premiums.
For example, with respect to the risk-free rate, we condition on times when
R,-, is high. ’ ’ In particular, define z Tt = 1 if the risk-free rate is high, and zz = 0
otherwise. For normalization purposes, we use the instrument z:~ = 1/E [ z2] if
the risk-free rate is high, and z:~ = 0 otherwise. In this paper, \VZdefine the
risk-free rate as high when it lies above its long-run mean.12 Similarly, for the
other three instruments, z;~ = E if the term structure is downward sloping (i.e.,
4f. 1< 0, where Arlf, t is the spread between the long and short rate of interest);
*‘To coincide with Fama and Schwert (1977) and their analysis of the Fisher model, high risk-free
rates can be associated with high expected inflation. It should be noted, however, that outside their
sample period, there is some evidence (not entirely uncontroversial) that the Fisher model for
interest rates does not hold [see, for example, Barsky (1987)]. In terms of the statistical analysis in
this paper, what matters is that R,, is ex ante and has reasonable distributional properties. Whether
~rrisvariable captures expected inflation ralates to our economic interpretation of the results and not
thz inequality testing procedure per se.
’ 2Urxkr thz ;1~ccessaryassumprions of stationarity and a large samp!c. arid the assumption that
the market knows the A+i%ti~
of the z,, the analysis carriea throueh in *!s*sseoti~i~.
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Table 1
Tests of whether the ex ante risk premium is always positive.
The sample covered in this study include annual data on aggregate U.S. stock returns, inflation, long
and short rates of interest, and dividend yields over three time perrod% (0802- 1990, 1802- 1896, ai-.,d
1897-1990). A complete description of the data are provided by Schwert (1990) and Si
The statistic W tests whether the ex ante risk premium is positive. S=\ecificaily, W is a joint test of
multiple inequality restrictions corresponding to high T-bill rates (e.g., high expected inflation
states), downward-sloping term str~cf~ires, low-volatility periods, and low-dividend-yield periods
(only available for latter subperiod). The estimators, &-_+,represent the conditional mean of the risk
premium in these states. Also given are the probability jf these states and the standard errors of the
conditional means. Note that high (low) is defined as being above (below) the long-run mean of the
variables (i.e., expected inflation, volatility, et cetera). Note that the numbers are annualized and
reported in decimal terms. Ail estimates are adjusted for conditional heteroskedasticity and serial
correlation using the method of Newey and West (1987).
Statistic
High expected inflation
Probability of state
Mean a,,.,;
(Standard error)

1802-1990

1802-1896

___-

1897-1990

0.495
- 0.0123
(0.0148)

0.500
- 0.0186
(0.024 1)

0.457
- 0.0064
(0.0203)

0.388
(0.0191)

0.511
- 0.0212
(0.0233)

0. ‘,66
- XI425
(0.0332)

Low volatibty
Probability of state
Mean &;
(Standard error)

0.702
0.02 16
(0.0157)

0.670
- 0.0077
(0.0 1’9)

0.734
OK529
(0.0223)

Low dividend yield
Probability of state
Mean &-_;
(Standard error)

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

0.564
0.014:;
(0.02s ’ j

Multiple inequality
restrictions statistic W
(p-value)

2.229
(0.1388)

0.852
(0.304Oj

I .638
(0.3068)

Downward-sloping yield curre
Probabiiit;. of state
Mean a,,,;
(Standard error)

- 0.0285

___ ___ __-_

__.

__ _.

1 if the volatility of the risk premium, a,,, is low* z:~ = 1 if the divider4
yield of the market, D,,/P,,,,, is low; and zf = G otherwise, for all c’.’3 Note that
these instruments are normalized similar to the risk-free rate above.
These normalized instruments have a clear economic interpretation. Consider
the instrument associated with high T-bill rates, z&, and its corresponding
estimator from section 2.3, oPp; = (l/ T)xT= 1 [( Rmt+ 1 - R,-,)z,+,]. Specifically,
e,,; is the sample mean of the risk premium, conditional on high T-bill rates. For
each instrument, table 1 provides the conditional means of the risk premium and
zzl =

“The volatility of the risk premium is estimated from the previous twelve months of monthly data
ac:.qrding to the procedure in French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). Note that data on dividends
..(l-t;* sly available after 1870 [Schwert (1990)], and hence this instrument is included only in the
second subperiod.
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the estimated probability associated with each conditioning event. For example,
consider the 0; :rall period 1802- 1990. The annual means of the risk premium
are - 1.23%, - 2.8524 and 2.16% conditional on either high T-bill rates,
a downward-sloping term structure, or low volatility, respectively. Of some
interest, note that these states occur quite frequently; in particular, high T-bill
rates and downward-sloping term structures occur 49.5% and 38.8?‘0 of the
time, respectively. l4 in
_ contrast, given tha.t the unconditional risk premium
equals 3.1% over the sample, the 2.169~~conditional mean in low volatility
periods suggests that low volatility has little impact on the level of the risk
premium.
Of course, these results are only suggestive of negative ex ante risk premiums.
Under Merton’s (1980) and others’ null hypothesis that the ex ante risk premium
is positive, it is important to formally test this restriction. Applying the procedure in section 2, the multiple inequality restrictions statistic derived in eq. (6) is
2.23, which represents a p-value of 0.139. At first glance, this result may seem
surprising because 0,,;, by itself, is significant at the 10% one-sided level and
oNr+is also negative. However, these estimators are correlated; in particular,
do&ward-sloping term structures and periods of high T-bill rates are not
independent events. One view of this evidence, then, is that the ex ante risk
premium is positive, and that the conditional means, oPz; and &,,;, are picking
up similar sampling error.
The subperiods 1802- 1896 and i897-1990 provide results similar to the
overall sample results. In particular, both high T-bill rates and downwardsloping term , ‘ructures imply negative ex ante risk premiums, while low volatility and low dlvidsnd yields do not (although the premium for &W Yatility
periods is negative during the W2- ig96 sample). For example, co~a!.er downward-sloping term structures during these two subperiods. The conditional
mean of the risk premium is - 2.1% in the earlier subperiod and - 4.25% in
the latter subperiod! However, this evidence is not supported by the multiple
inequality restrictions test. Specifically, the multiple inequality restrictions statistic is 0.852 (with a p-value equal to 0.304) and 1.638 (with a p-value equal to
0.306) in the earlier and latter subperiods, respectively.
While the joint statistic does not reject the hypothesis that the ex ante risk
premium is positive, the estimated negative conditional means in both subperiods (for the same instruwnts) provide some independent evidence (albeit
weak) that the positivity restriction &maybe violated. One problem with the

14This does not imply that the ex ante risk premium is always negative when T-bill rates are high,
that is, 45.5% of the time. Note that the conditional mean a,,; is an average over the ex UE!~risk
premiums in high T-bill rate periods. Thus, given the negative 8,+ all the econometrician knows is
that there exist some states of T-bill rates in which the ex ante risk premium is negative. However,
the negative means suggest the CYante risk premium is either negative frequently in these states or
large and negative in only some of these states.

above analysis is that potentially important information has been disca
evaluating the conditional means. Specifically, the magnitude of the T(when it is high), the slope of tiz,eterm structure (when it is downwardthe estimate of volatility (when it is low), and so forth. have all been i
estimation. Below, we address this issue in more detail.

3.2. Empiricd tests: A closer look
As mentioned above, note that the analysis so far has not utilized al
information. For example, z & above tr;*.::&=.:l;rs:I-,,-T-W inst
ariable, depending on whether T-bill rates are high or low.
t the magnitude of the T-bill rate has some relation to the ex a
premium, we should incorporate this relation in our test procedure. One
do this is to use the instrument tf, = max(O, RI, - E[R/,]), which CO
on both periods with high rates and the magnitude of those rate
normalize the instrument such that zli = max(O, R, - E[R,,])/E [
estimator &; again has a clear economic interpretation. In p
fiPp;equals the conditional mean of the risk premium, weighted most by high
T&ill rates.
For each of the other predetermined variables, we simi!arhy define an in
tive instrument: z;~ = max(0. - drlI. ,), zjl = l/b,,, and bzl = P,,JD,,+
instruments are also all normalized for purposes of economic inter-p
TO get a feel for the weights, figs. 1-3 graph the ex- post risk premium and
corresponding weights for T-bills (e.g., expected inflation), downward-sloping
term structures, and low volatility respectively, oT;rer the sample period
1802- 1990. Several characteristics of these weights are particularly interesting.
First, in fig. 1, it is clear that downward-sloping term structures forecast negative
future risk premiums. Although substantial weight is placed on the earlier
sample period, the large drops i returns in the early 1900% the 1930’s,and the
1970’s correspond to downwa -sloping term structures and hence positrve
weights. Second, in fig. 2, high T-bill rates forecast negative risk premiums
similar to downward-sloping term structures. esl;ecially in the earlier period.
However, the fall in the risk premium in the early 1900%and 1930’sis completely
missed. Note that this instrument places its greatest weight on the 1970’s and
early 1980’s,and successfully captures the negative rusk permium which occured
during this period. Finally, in fig. 3, the low volatility instrument places iarge
weight on the earlier period; however, it does not appear to be strongly related
to the drops in the risk premium that actually occurred. Throughout the rest of
the sample period (albeit with Fmall weights), low volatility appears to be
associated with negative premlu:*:lin the middle of the sample (i.e., 1870-1920)
but nowhere else. Consistent with the results below, however, voiatihty apparently contains little information about negative risk premium state,f.
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(Risk Premlum]*lO
--

1820

Weight

1640

1660

1900

1920

1940

1960

2000

Year
Annual risk premium and weights corresponding to per:,ods of downu ard-sloping term
structures in the period 1802 - 1990. The weights are give? 1-v -i, = ~~x(0, - d rlJ, ,)/ E [zfl], where
A Q-. t is the spread between long and short rates of interest and E [$,I = E [max(O, - Arlf. t) is the
normalization factor. These weights are used to estimate conditional means of the risk premium over
the sample period 1802 1990 (see table 2). Note that the weights are chosen ey ante with the
intention of capturing periods of low conditional expected risk prelrliums.

In terms of the empirical tests, table 2 provides the conditional means of the
risk premium, weighted by the magnitudes of each instrumental variable. The
results are stronger than those given in table 1. For example, over the sample
period 1802-1990, the annual means of the risk premium are - 1.53%,
- 6.85%, and - 0.22%, conditionally weighted on either high T-bill rates,
a downward-sl+ng terF: structure, or low volatility, respectively. This evidence
is consistent with tht C.^S
arztg risk premium being related to both the sign and
magnitude of the i:>strtimental variables. In particular, when we condition on
the magnitude :?f the downward slope of the term structure, the decrease in the
conditional expected risk premium from - 2.85% TV - 6.85% suggests that the
magnitude c.i the term struc?u:c? spread has especially relevant information for
expected returns.
In contrast to the l/O instrum;.nYsin section 3.1, the more informative instruments lead to a rejection of tire 4.x ante risk premium being positive. For
example, the multiple inequaiiiy restrictions statistic is 5.156, which represents
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Fig. 2. Annual ris f premium and weights corresponding to periods of high T-bill rates (relative to its
long-run mean) in the period 1802- 1990. The weights are given by z:, = max (0, R,, - E CR/,] $,J
E[zF,], where R,, is the T-bill rate and E[z~,] = E[max(O, R,, - E[R/,])] is the normalization
factor. These weights are used to estimate conditional means of the risk premium over the sample
period 1802- 1990 (see table 2). Note that the weights are chosen 4-x ante with the intention of
capturing periods of low conditional expected risk premiums.

a p-value at most equal to 0,032. ‘Yihileall the weighted conditional means are
negative, the strongest evidence again relates to downward-sloping term structures and, to a lesser extent, high T-bill rates. One possible exp anation of this
result is data error, especially in the pre-Civil War period?. To check this, we
also performed our tests for each subperiod, 1802-1896 and 1897-1990.
In both subperiods, the multiple inequality restrictions statistic suggests
rejection of the positivity of the ex unte risk premium. Specifically, the joint
statistic equals 4.275 (with corresponding p-value 0.051) and 4.365 (with corresponding p-value 0.070) in the earlier and latter samples, respectively. Of some
interest, the determining states again are downward-sloping term structures,
“At least with the stock return data, however, we might expect the bias to actually go in the
opposite direction. The pre-Civil War stock index bar;a survivorship bias to the extent that it does
not contain poorly-performing stocks during this period. We are grateful to Bill Schwert for pointing
this out to us.
a
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[Risk Premlumlq'10

I

Weight

testing

_-I

E

h0

1820

1840

X360

1630

1900

1920

1940

1960

1980

2000

Year
Annual risk premium and weights corresponding to periods of low volatility in the period
1802- 1990. The weights are given by t$ = o,$‘/E [zz, J, where G,,,,is the conditional volatility of the
market return at year t (estimated over rhc previous 12 months) and E[z:,] = E[ 1/a,,] is the
normalization factor. These weights are usf:dto estimate conditional means of the risk premium over
the sample period 1802-1990 (see table 2). Note that the weights are chosen ek ante with the
intention of capturing periods of low conditional eqected risk premiums.

with weighted conditional means of - 6.71% and - 7.20%, respectively, in
each subperiod. In contrast to section 3.1, the conditional mean for high T-bill
rates switches sign from the earlier sample to the latter sample period. In
particular, the conditional mean increases from - 5.17O/bto 0.42%. Similarly,
the mean associated with low volatility states increases from - 1.66% to 5.38%.
Taking the point estimates as given, this evidence suggests that negative ex ante
risk premium are more likely and of larger magnitude in the nineteenth century.
This conclusion may be related to developing markets, in particular the possibiliry of more extreme business cycles during these periods, or perhags it is just an
artifact of the data. Nevertheless, in all the periods (i.e., 1802--1990, 1802-l 896,
and 1897-1990) there is statistical evidence that the ex ante risk premium can be
negative. Moreover, our choice of instruments coincides with those most commonly used in current empirical analyses of the risk premium.
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Table 2
Tests

of whether the ex ante risk premium is always positive.

The sample covered in this study include annual data on aggregate U.S. stock returns, inflation, long
.. and snort rates of interest, and dividend yields over three time periods (1802~1990,1802- 1896, and

1897- 1990). A complete description of the data is provided by Schwert (1990) and Siegei (1992). in
contrast to table 1, the statistic explicitly incorporates the magnitude of these variables. Specifically,
the test conditions on the magnitude of expected inflaticin in high expected inflation states, the slope
of the term structure if downwVard-sloping, the inverse of volatility, and the inverse of the dividend
yield. The esttmators, &+, represent the conditional mean of the risk premium in these states,
weighted by the magnitude of the instrumental variables. Also provided are the standard errors of
the conditional means. Note that :he numbers are annualized and reported in decimal terms. All
estimates are adjusted for condition tit heteroskedasticity and serial correlation using the method of
IlJewey and West (1987).
-~--__
- --- ----.---___ -~----__
.-.-. _ ----~_- -- -- ---_ --~-----_
Statistic
1802-1990
1802-1896
1897 -1990
___--- - ----_ ----- - -----. .---- - -. - - ~- -. -_..- ~-- - -.
High expected inflation

Weighted mean au:;
(Standard error)
yield curve
Downward-slopin
Weighted mean d@-_;
(Standard error)

- 0.0153

(3.0192)

- 0.0517

(0.0273)

0.0042
(0.027 1)

- (It)585

- 0.0671
(0.0390)

- 0.0720
(0.0345)

- om22
(0.0135)

- 0.0166
(0.0151)

0.538
(0.0529)

fnverse of volatility

Weighted mean &_.;
(Standard error)
Inverse of dividend

yield

Weighted mean or;;
(Standard error)

NA
NA

NA
NA

0.0427
(0.0171)

Multiple inequality
restrictions statistic W
(p-value)

5.156
(0.03 16)

4.275
(0.0505)

4.365
(0.0696)

4. Conchsion
Using recently developed techniques for testing inequality constraints, this
paper provides a new methodology for testing restrictions implied by conditional asset pricing models. Of particular interest, this methodology is easy to
implement, requires little knowledge of the conditional distribution of asset
returns, and is valid under fairly weak assumptions. As an important application
of this method, we investigate the nonnegativity restriction on the ex ante risk
premium. Our results suggest that the ex ante risk premium is negative in some
states of the world. These states appear to be related to periods of high T-bill
rates and especially to times in which the term structure is downward-sloping.
From a consumption-based asset pricing perspective, the implication of this
result is that 4he conditional covariance between the marginal rate of substitution and the (excess) return on the market is positive during these periods. We
hope to explore this stylized observaticn in future research.
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On a more cautionary note, the test methodology described in section 2
provides the econometrician with considerable flexibility in choosing instrumental variables in the information set. The choice of these variables should come
from a priori theory or economic intuition. The tendency to pick ‘powerful’
variables ex post can lead to incorrect application of the statistics. Note that this
is true ofall conditional asset pricing tests involving instrumental variables - it is
not unique to this paper. In the context of current empirical work in finance, our
procedure shows how to apply existing econometric method to testing inequality restrictions implied by conditional asset pricing models. The econometric
techniques developed in this paper thus seem especially suited to financial asset
pricing models. As illustrations, corporate finance theories [e.g., mean and
variance effects around event dates], the financial anomaly literature [e,g., the
size, book-to-market,and price-to-earningseffects described in Fama and French
(1992) among others], term structure models [e.g., the liquS!y prefirence
hypothesisstudied in Fama (1986)], the volatility bounds literature [surveyed in
Gilles and LeRoy (1991)], dynamic asset pricing restrictions [implied by
Hansen and Jagannathan (1991)], and stochastic Euler equations in the presence of transactions costs [e.g., see He and Modest (1992)] all imply multiple
inequality restrictions in a conditional asset pricing framework?
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